
 
  
 
 Every summer throughout high school, my youth group would make our way to a 
place that may be familiar to many of you: Montreat, North Carolina. Montreat is a 
Presbyterian college as well as a camp and conference center- a beautiful retreat up in the 
mountains, and right in the heart of it all is Lake Susan. Lake Susan (which is really more 
of a small pond than an actual lake) was the center of many Montreat activities—
canoeing, paddle boating, and rock-hopping in particular, always on the lookout for the 
mean swans we’d been warned to stay away from. During the day, it was our meet-up 
spot, and it also was conveniently right next to the only place to get ice cream. On the 
final night of the week though, Lake Susan quieted. As our evening worship came to a 
close, everyone was handed a candle. And walking slowly toward the water, we were 
prompted to sing together, “As I went down to the river to pray, studying about that good 
ole way, and who shall wear the starry crown— Good Lord, show me the way.”  
 
 These moments of quiet worship made space for centering amidst the chaos and 
fun of summer camp. Water has throughout time been a gathering place for humanity—
for fun, for work, and for worship; and it’s interesting that the same location can elicit 
such different emotions depending on the context. Water is the life source that 
communities have been built up around—much the same today as it was in Biblical 
times. In this scripture, we find Paul headed to Macedonia- to Philippi- to spread the 
Good News about Christ. After learning the city, Paul heads to the water, where down by 
the river a group of women were gathered in prayer.  
 
 Here at the side of the river, Paul meets Lydia. Lydia is a dealer of purple cloth, 
meaning she was well-off financially, as purple cloth was rare and reserved for the 
wealthy and powerful. Lydia is listed as a “worshiper of God,” which means that she was 
probably a Gentile who had Jewish sympathies. She shows already through that a 
curiosity about faith and about God but had not yet found her place in faith.  
 

This could have been a strange interaction, unknown men walking up to a group of 
women, sitting down with them, and sharing their story. Perhaps it was a bit 
uncomfortable at first, and the women carried on with their conversation through the 
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interruption. But since this was a gathering place of prayer, maybe it was normal for 
anyone to be welcomed there on the Sabbath. Whatever the case may be, we know that 
Paul sat down with the women and began to speak.  

 
 There’s so much we don’t know about this story. What did they talk about? Did the 
women welcome Paul to come sit with them? Was this a formal worship service or a 
casual gathering with people praying on their own? Were they offended when Paul sat 
down and starting sharing his own faith with them, or did they decide to just go with it 
and hear out this stranger who had something curious to say?  
 
 What we do know is this: something holy happens when we meet at the water. The 
Holy Spirt, which was breathed across the waters in creation and which descended as a 
dove during Jesus’ own baptism, is present in this life-giving source that cleanses and 
nourishes us all. And as Paul and Lydia meet at the river next to the city of Philippi, the 
Holy Spirit was once again at work.  
 
 Just as Paul was sent in a dream to Macedonia, so were Lydia’s ears opened not by 
the words of humans alone but by God. This is a recurring theme in the book of Acts— 
the Holy Spirit is actively at work here, calling humanity to listen a little more deeply to 
what God is up to in the midst of it all. Lydia goes from merely listening to listening 
eagerly—a change that I see as the difference between hearing and listening. When we 
hear something, we may physically hear the words, but we aren’t really paying attention, 
and we stay set in our own mindset. When we listen, we open ourselves to empathy and 
to seeing the perspective of another. We don’t always agree, but when we listen and 
listen eagerly, something shifts in our relationships with one another and in our 
communities.  
 
 That’s what happens in this story with Lydia. She was hearing, perhaps with a bit 
of curiosity, but not fully paying attention to what Paul was saying. God worked in her 
though and opened her ability to listen to these words about God. Suddenly, Lydia—this 
God-worshipper who already had some curiosity about God—was cracked open and 
called not just to listen, but to be baptized. And it’s important to note that both with Paul 
and Lydia’s callings, God and human are in partnership with one another: God calls, and 
human responds. God is not forcing relationship upon anyone but rather opening the door 
to be made new. God is calling each of us to be active participants in the story of how the 
world is being made new each day.  
 
 God doesn’t stop calling Lydia just with her baptism though. The rest of her whole 
household was baptized too—and then she invited Paul and everyone who had traveled 
with him back to her home to stay. And she doesn’t just invite them. She prevailed upon 



them. Lydia felt this invitation was so important that she was not willing to take a “no”—
for she knew after spending the morning hearing Paul’s story that he had not been 
welcomed everywhere.  In fact, in the verses directly following our passage for today, 
Paul and Silas are thrown in prison after a healing. When they are released, they go back 
to Lydia’s house again, their one place of safety in the city. Lydia’s household becomes a 
church—and what an incredible story for us to be able to witness still today. This church 
was led by a woman, with little to no theological training, and a group of people (masters 
and servants alike) who met where it worked best for them—at home and at the water.  
 

It serves as a reminder that church can look like a lot of different things. We find 
church within these walls, with the beautiful music and the community that comes 
through worship and service together. And we find church other places as well—in a 
Friday night Growth Group at someone’s home, or on a Thursday afternoon at a coffee 
shop, or downtown Franklin during a festival handing out free water bottles to the thirsty 
people passing by. Church is filled with people of all backgrounds across the world, and 
we find that people often worship very differently than we do, sometimes to a point that 
makes us a bit uncomfortable. And during these times, how can we try to listen a little bit 
more eagerly to learn the story of someone new?  

 
In these moments when church or community look different than we expect that 

we remember the call to radical hospitality that is placed upon each of us in our baptism. 
For anytime we gather as a community of faith, we are called to welcome. And not just a 
passive invitation to come in; we are meant to prevail upon our neighbors in times where 
they may need a safe place to land.  

 
As we continue to develop our mission as a church, let us remember this call. 

Sometimes this means taking risks. Sometimes this means getting a bit uncomfortable. 
And this always means learning to listen to someone new.  

 
Where are the places where we might be invited to offer welcome to one another 

and to our community? And where are the places that we ourselves are being prevailed 
upon to enter? There’s not a right or wrong answer; this invitation is unique for each of 
us personally. But we do each have an invitation. Perhaps you’re being invited to help 
Franklin explore how we can offer shelter to those in our community experiencing 
homelessness. Prevail. Perhaps you are called to adopt or to help children unite with their 
families. Prevail. Perhaps you feel a bit lost right now and are deciding to seek 
counseling. Prevail.  

 
Prevail in both offering and answering these invitations to hospitality. God is 

moving through this space, never standing still but at work in the Spirit to offer home to 



those who seek it. In the baptismal waters, we are reminded of God’s covenant of love, a 
sign and seal of God’s grace and redemption for us all. In baptism, we are made new. 
And each time we come to these waters, we are claimed and invited in once again.  

 
There is no test that Lydia and her household had to pass, no requirements or fees 

or other stipulations to become a member of the church. God starts by welcoming each of 
us in; and in baptism, we are to then welcome one another in response.  

 
As we begin the summer and many of us go off on vacations to the beach or the 

lake, or even when you’re at the local pool, and you start looking at the water, think back 
to Lydia and the other women at the river. We can find opportunity for prayer, 
hospitality, and welcome even in places and people that seem unlikely. For the same 
waters that bring fun and laughter and respite also bring cleansing and renewal. Because 
church looks like being here on Sunday morning and actively participating in all the ways 
that God is working through the life of this congregation. And church also looks like 
sharing stories about your life down by the river, as you gather to love and to eat and to 
laugh and to pray together. So let’s live life together, recognizing that the Holy Spirit is 
moving through all that we do, calling us to welcome one another, to listen eagerly, and 
to be the church wherever we are, all in response to God’s abundant grace that spills over 
for each and every one of us. Amen.  


